
Canada Local Video Forecast:  
Market Overview and Outlook 

Summary: The Kelsey Group released a series of 
reports in June that forecast the local online video 
market in the United States from 2007 through 
2012. This follow-up report sizes the comparable 
market in Canada over the same period. As in the 
U.S. report, the focus is specifically on the oppor-
tunity for Yellow Pages publishers and other local 

sales channels to bundle local merchant video ad-
vertising with existing print and online products. 
The video market in 2007 was C$0.9 million, and 
TKG predicts it will grow to C$162.4 million by 
2012. More detail can be found in the accompa-
nying slide presentation, “Canada Local Video 
Forecast: Market Projection Data.” 

Northern Exposure
Canada’s online video market is experiencing growth 
similar to that of the United States. The local 
segment — measured by The Kelsey Group as video 
advertising by small to medium-sized businesses — 
will grow at a similar pace. 

Compared with the U.S. market which will grow 
from US$10.9 million in 2007 to US$1.5 billion in 
2012 (167.8 percent CAGR), TKG predicts Canada’s 
local video market will grow from C$0.9 million 
(US$0.8 million) to C$162.4 million (181.8 percent 
CAGR) over the same period. This forecast exercises 
many of the same inputs and financial models as the 
U.S. report, but applies them to the unique factors and 
size of the Canadian market. 

The following are some key differences between the 
local video markets of the United States and Canada:
 Because of the competitive dynamics of the market, 

video penetration of small-business advertisers in 
Canada will exceed the rate in the United States by 
2012 (4.7 percent vs. 2.7 percent).

 TKG foresees substantial competition between 
traditional multiplatform media companies entering 
the digital marketplace and Yellow Pages publishers 
centering on digital video products.

 Emerging competition between Yellow Pages 
companies and traditional media companies will 
increase SMB penetration.

 Conversely, the combination of these competitive 
factors and reliance on telesales to reach rural 
geographies will cause video prices to be lower in 
Canada than in the United States.
The similarities, however, are more prevalent. As in the 

United States, much of local video’s growth in Canada 
will be driven by a longstanding desire among SMBs to 
advertise with video — now realized through lowered 
barriers to digital production and distribution. 

Such factors will also continue to enable video 
vendors and producers to service demand in a scalable 
and affordable way, while combining video’s traditional 
strengths with the direct response and tracking 
capabilities of the Internet.

Analyst: Michael Boland     Document: Advisory #08-18
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“When you have a click on the video, it is better 
than the traditional television model of measuring 
the audience before or after the commercial break, 
which is very skewed — especially if you are part of a 
cluster of spots,” says Jean Pascal Lion, vice president 
of marketing for Yellow Pages Group, Canada’s largest 
directory publisher. “It’s hard to measure. Online you 
know exactly how many people watch it.”  

Local media publishers will be the biggest factors in 
the advance of video, using their sales forces to bring 
the product to SMBs’ doorsteps. They will mostly 
be driven by the growing demand for video and the 
favorable margins it can have over other local online 
advertising such as paid search.  

Like their U.S. counterparts, Canadian publishers 
will slowly move toward bundling video wholeheartedly, 
while they train reps to sell it and their organizations 
to embrace it at all levels. As examined in TKG’s U.S. 
video forecast, a driving factor for video adoption will 

be its potential to offset print declines by appealing to a 
new set of advertisers not traditionally sold on print. 

YPG’s Lion, for example, was surprised at first by some 
of the businesses that showed interest in video, simply 
because they weren’t from traditional Yellow Pages sweet 
spots. They include some business-to-business categories 
that want to overcome the commodity aspect of their 
products by selling their business’ personality through a 
decidedly more colorful medium. 

“We have companies calling our sales force,” says 
Lion. “These are companies that are actually calling 
us that might not have ever been interested in Yellow 
Pages that are raising their hand and saying they are 
interested in this video product.”  

Video’s easy-to-digest nature also makes the entire 
proposition easier on the sales representatives who have 
to communicate its advantages, adds Lion. “Everyone 
understands the power of video, and the sales force 
finds it easy to articulate,” he says. “It’s a television 

commercial online.”
Olivier Vincent, president and 

chief executive officer of Canpages, 
the country’s second-largest directory 
publisher, agrees about the potential 
for video to bring in new advertisers. 
But he claims it is too early to see 
results. The primary reason, he says, is 
that video hasn’t been deployed in full 
force to every level of the organization, 
including sales training. 

“A third of the sales force really gets 
it and has an 80 percent penetration 
selling online. The other two-thirds are 
still learning and don’t get it yet,” says 
Vincent. “To their credit, we haven’t 
integrated the training yet. And we’re 
really only starting to sell [video] in the 
past six months, now that [Web site] 
usage has gone through the roof.” 

Specifically, the company launched 

YellowPages.ca: Embedded Video  
for Online Listings 

SOURCE: YELLOW PAGES GROUP (2008)
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a feature-rich redesign of its Internet Yellow Pages 
site, which has caused traffic to increase from a few 
hundred thousand unique monthly visitors to more 
than 2 million, Vincent says. He is confident this 
will make online video a more attractive ad offering 
going forward. 

Plotting the Adoption Curve
Full realization of video’s market potential will take 
time and face organizational inertia and growing pains. 
But signs of growth are clear, and TKG projects the 
market will reach a tipping point in 2010. TKG expects 
the video market to grow from C$14.2 million in 2009 
to C$45 million in 2010 — a year-over-year jump of 
217 percent and one of the biggest percentage increases 
of the forecast period.  

Once the tipping point is reached, video adoption 
will be driven by the need to keep up with local 
competition and the wider realization in the SMB 
market that it is a viable, and potentially powerful, 
ad medium. This will have varying effects in different 
categories prone to local competitive pressure, vanity 
and other factors.  

“For a local business, video can be anywhere from 
[C]$500 to [C]$2,500, depending on what kind 
of quality you want out of it,” says Candice Faktor, 
managing director, corporate development and 
innovation, for Torstar Digital, which owns local search 
site Toronto.com. “If you’re going to [a] tiny restaurant 
or bar, that’s big money for them. If you’re going to [a] 
doctor’s office or other higher-end verticals like hotels, 
it’s a lot easier.” 

Though a small sample of early adopters precludes 
a granular breakdown of video adoption by category, 
TKG’s recently released Local Commerce Monitor 
Survey (Wave XII) reveals some interest in video 
advertising across U.S. SMB broad categories, such as 
FIRE (finance, insurance, real estate), trade services 
and professional services. These categories showed an 
even distribution of video adoption.

Category-level analysis can also be examined 

qualitatively by looking at common attributes that 
might make businesses more or less likely to advertise 
with video. For example, SMBs with higher ad budgets 
and lead valuations will be more apt to buy video. 

Video adoption will also be higher among businesses 
in which image is important such as restaurants. 
Businesses prone to vanity and those whose owners 
are comfortable in front of the camera are also likely 
candidates — especially for higher-end video that 
involves more personalized onsite production.  

Overall, at the local level, video will follow growth 
curves similar to past premium ad products, including 
the print double truck, color, Web sites and sponsored 
search results. Local competition will drive adoption to 
the point of necessity in some categories, as it has done 
to varying degrees with other premium products.

Making the Wheels Turn
As demand ramps up, publishers will experience 
growing pains in the form of sales channel integration 
and effective account fulfillment. There will also be 
room for communication gaps and quality control 
issues in the handoff from the sales rep to third-party 
video vendors that service accounts.

“One of the first things that we learned is that the 
process is quite difficult, and it’s easy to underestimate 
[the] complexities of what happens after video has been 
sold,” says Canpages’ Vincent.

A great deal of the difficulty has to do with losing 
control over the traditionally valued touch point with 
the advertiser, adds Vincent. 

“An advantage in the old print and online model is 
that you’re taking care of everything yourself,” he says. 
“But we’ve been outsourcing the production of videos, 
so suddenly you lose the customer control. It’s always 
difficult and potentially dangerous to lose the direct 
contact [with the] customer to a company that may 
have different objectives.”

The inherent complexity of video production is an 
exacerbating factor. For example, video vendors have 
to schedule shoots with busy SMBs and then guide 



them through the largely unproven process of editing, 
postproduction, and feedback on the video ad’s quality 
and accuracy. Capturing feedback to improve ongoing 
sales and advertiser retention is also complicated by  
third-party involvement. 

“This is more difficult when you have others doing 
it,” says Vincent. “You need a communication channel 
that allows you to log in material events for the customer 
so when you meet with them in the next cycle, at least 
you’ve recorded some of the things that happened with 
that customer.”

Still, the industry standard that has developed in 
nearly all cases of publisher video integration involves 
third-party fulfillment. 

“As a publisher we looked at lots of different options. 
Do we hire someone in-house and start a video business? 
That was a definite no,” says Torstar Digital’s Faktor. “As 
a publisher working with an outside company where 
we’re basically splitting the revenue, that makes sense 
for us. We have a sales force, we’re already out in the 
market, and there are some decent margins.” 

This is similar to the search marketing 
services many publishers have begun to resell 
at the local level. But the need for local touch 
points and a videographer onsite requires a 
geographic proximity that sometimes isn’t 
the case with search marketing services.

“It’s important that we have a local 
vendor,” says Faktor. “We don’t trust those 
that are far away. Our name is on these 
videos. That’s a challenge we have here in 
Canada. We need someone who is close by 
and can work with our advertisers.” 

An opportunity exists north of the border 
to service the expected surge in local video 
activity over the next few years. Not only will 
volume increase, but there will also be greater 
need for different vendors and styles of video 
that can bring creative diversity to the overall 
video product set of a given publisher.  

As in the U.S. market, however, the picture is not 
so rosy for video vendors. For a quickly growing crop 
of providers, forming partnerships with local sales 
channels will be a means of survival.  

Appealing to channel partners will be a game of 
branding and product line development to offer 
templatized, low-cost video that appeals to certain 
market segments, as well as high-end personalized 
video that can be produced efficiently at scale. Proving 
value at various points along this spectrum will be an 
important point of differentiation to publishers in the 
United States and Canada alike.

“There are a number of video providers out there, 
and it’s a tough business,” says Faktor. “The ones that are 
a couple clicks to create a video can be limiting. Once 
you have more than 10 of those on your site, they all 
look the same. Customers want real imagery. But then 
once you get real imagery, it gets expensive.” 

Format Wars
TKG examined the range of video formats and styles 
(and their sliding scale of price points) in its U.S. 
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Canpages: Video Joins IYP 
SOURCE: CANPAGES (2008)



forecast. The same range applies to the Canadian 
market, though certain cultural differences could make 
their reception vary slightly from what the U.S. market 
has seen.  

YPG currently offers documentary- and montage-
style videos, for example. But the company contends that 
the higher-end documentary style might not prove as 
popular in Canada as it has in the United States. In fact, 
the vanity factor that has driven documentary video’s 
demand in the United States could ironically have the 
opposite effect for some Canadian businesses. Lion 
contends that some SMBs shy away from documentary 
style because they are too timid, while others too vain.  

“Some people don’t think they speak well or don’t 
like the way they look,” he says. “They’re so vain that 
they don’t want to be on camera — [vainer] than the 
people that want to be on video.” 

Another factor is the mix of cultures and languages 
in many Canadian cities, which could cause ethnic 
business owners to shy away from personalized and 
improvised video styles. 

“In ethnic markets, there are business owners that 
are first-generation immigrants who might not be 
comfortable in front of the camera speaking English or 
French,” says Lion.

For these reasons, YPG plans to add a third option 
to its video product line. It will have all the personal 
appeal of the documentary-style video but will be 
more rehearsed. It could also focus more on the 
physical location, customer testimonials and scripted 
professional voice-overs (similar to the “classic” style 
outlined in the U.S. forecast).

This shying away effect, though notable, could 
be minimal compared with the broader appeal of 
personalized video. Canpages’ Vincent feels most 
confident in the personalized video product that 
requires an onsite videographer who can capture the 
essence of the company. This is as much for the user’s 
benefit as it is for the advertiser’s.

“When you are a user, it helps to see that business 

and see the premises and the people and create a first 
layer of bonding with a company you may be doing 
business with,” he says. “Stock video is good and the 
customer feels flattered, but the user at the end of the 
day is not interested in that.” 

Canpages has been able to provide its personalized 
video product at a heavily discounted rate compared 
with market averages. It sees this as parallel with its 
independent publisher strategy of competing on price 
with incumbents.  

“Our professionally produced videos are in some 
cases cheaper than what competitors are selling for 
photos and slide shows,” says Vincent.

Canpages’ charge to produce and host a video is 
C$60 per month with a 12-month commitment of IYP 
advertising. While the low cost cuts into its margin, 
the company hopes it will drive demand for the largely 
unproven video product.

Many other publishers in the Canadian market, as 
alluded to by Faktor, fall within a range that is similar 
to the video pricing we’ve seen in the United States. For 
a personalized documentary-style video, for example, 
the price is around C$2,000 per year, which includes 
production and IYP hosting. But the young market 
hasn’t arrived upon standard price points that will 
satisfy publisher margins and offer broad salability.  

There is a great deal of variance in pricing and many 
other factors, which signals experimentation to find 
the sweet spot. It will vary based on video format and 
associated costs, but a range of options and price points 
will begin to standardize over the next two years. 

Optimizing Yellow
Like some of the U.S. publishers with whom we spoke, 
Canadian publishers see the need to go beyond their 
own domains and let (sometimes push) videos to live on 
in other places such as search engines and even YouTube. 

The thought is that search engines can be powerful 
distribution channels. By employing search engine 
optimization strategies, video can appear in search 
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results for local queries, giving the advertiser greater 
exposure and return on investment. This can also 
increase the traffic levels flowing back to the IYP’s 
domain and serve to brand the publisher in the places 
where the videos show up. 

“We want to make sure that the video we provide 
can be reused totally freely by the advertiser and reach 
the places that they want, although we put a ‘Powered 
by Canpages’ watermark on it,” says Vincent. “We also 
do some SEO for the advertiser and post videos on 
Web sites including YouTube. When they do a search 
on Google and their video comes on top and it’s a 
Canpages video, that’s a very powerful tool.” 

But as in the United States, a challenge will lie in 
working with search engines, YouTube and other video 
outlets to gather analytics in order to report ROI to the 
advertiser. Another challenge is deciding how the rights 
are distributed between publisher and advertiser. 

“There are a couple barriers in getting to that tipping 
point, in my experience,” says Torstar Digital’s Faktor. 
“Players who are not channel agnostic make it difficult 
to justify the cost if they don’t push that video in other 
places. But it’s difficult to figure out who has the rights 
to different pieces of the video and for how long. There 
are lots of different arrangements.” 

Meanwhile, YPG has its own set of search marketing 
ambitions for its profiles and listings, for which video 
will play a key role. Lion refers to this new breed of 
local marketing as “Yellow Search Marketing” and 
Yellow Search Optimization.

“We are already selling Google AdWords and the 
[advertiser’s] landing page is its page on YellowPages.
ca,” says Lion. “If you have a profile and a certain 
package with us, we will buy SEM on [your] behalf and 
the link will go back to the merchant page, which can 
have video.” (See TKG Advisory series “Selling SEM 
and SEO.”) 

Video lends itself to this search marketing strategy 
in an SEO sense, given the universal search trend that 
pulls video content into results and makes landing pages 

containing video more visible. Tying video in with landing 
pages therefore complements paid search efforts.

“It’s paid off very well,” says Canpages’ Vincent. 
“We went in January of this year [from] a few hundred 
thousand unique visitors per month to more than 2 
million in July. I think part of that success is coming from 
a clever SEO strategy, and the richness of the content, 
especially with video, has been a big driver there.” 

Lion meanwhile points out that YPG’s traffic is 
largely unduplicated by Google Maps, underscoring 
the opportunity to optimize its listings to show up in 
Google local search results. 

“We’re on par with Google Maps and see very limited 
duplication. With the kind of [search marketing] 
services we offer, this increases the size of the pond in 
which we can fish,” he says. “By offering Yellow Pages 
plus Google AdWords, we allow advertisers to get 
into both ponds. We see this in a few other markets in 
Europe, but not in [the] U.S., where you still see a great 
deal of fragmentation.”

Overall, the opportunity comes down to continuing 
to add to the sales bundle in order to appeal to a wider 
swath of advertisers and serve existing advertisers in a 
more comprehensive way. This will meet their evolving 
expectations, which are being conditioned by offerings 
throughout the marketplace. 

The next step in the evolution of this bundle will 
be video, and its broad distribution will become a 
competitive edge in proving value to advertisers. This 
should tie right in with existing search marketing 
services — both alleviating integration issues and 
complementing those very efforts. 

“In the short term, there are a couple of obstacles 
that we have to overcome. In the medium to long 
term, I absolutely think there is a huge opportunity,” 
says Faktor. “Publishers that sell this are going to 
need to have an open policy if they are going to win, 
because businesses are getting smarter [about] the 
options that exist and are getting competitive for 
traffic and distribution.” 
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Final Thoughts: A Mirror Opportunity
As stressed throughout this report, the local video 
opportunity in Canada largely mirrors that of the 
United States. But there are fundamental differences 
that will cause strategies to differ and certain parts of 
product development and integration to be more or 
less challenging. 

A key difference pointed out by Canpages’ Vincent 
is the higher and more evenly distributed broadband 
penetration that exists in Canada. The uniform 
broadband penetration across cities and rural areas 
gives video a natural advantage and is an enabling factor 
in this market.

“In [the] U.S. there is a big-city phenomenon that 
seems to create different behaviors in different parts of 
the country,” says Vincent. “Canada has over 70 percent 
broadband penetration, even in rural areas.” 

Each Canadian publisher we interviewed is bullish 
on video’s opportunity. Indeed, the assets held by  
Yellow Pages publishers and some local online media 
providers make them the greatest potential beneficiaries 
and drivers of the massive local video opportunity. 

“[Publishers] that have their acts together are 
absolutely going to do this. It’s a bit of a land grab right 
now. If you have a good product, a sales force and a 

provider that is reliable, it can be fairly high margin,” 
says Torstar Digital’s Faktor. “As priorities internally 
focus, and we evolve how we think about the local 
business, we’ll start really going hard on video in the 
second half of the year.”

YPG has seen success in early trials and likewise 
pledges continued investment in the product as it learns 
and fine-tunes its strategy. 

“We have been happily surprised, and it is now 
a corporate strategy to push video more than we 
originally thought,” says Lion. “It is a good product at 
the right time, and we’ll include the video product in 
new bundles.”

Canpages’ Vincent feels the same way but stipulates 
that video’s true opportunity will take a few years to 
materialize given the integration and pricing challenges 
in the current market.

“We’re still pretty early now. We’re still talking to 
our traditional advertisers, and our sales force is not 
quite ready and confident to knock on that many 
new doors,” he says. “But I’m convinced the potential 
is there. We only have a few thousand videos and 
we have 100,000 customers, so it’s still not a high 
penetration. But [it is] already giving us a big bang for 
our investment as a publisher.” ILM
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